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Highlights

• Low frequency electrokinetics improves Deterministic Lateral Displacement separation.
• CPEO driven wall-repulsion plays a major role in this mechanism.
• Combination of Electrophoresis and CPEO fully explains the low frequency separation.
• The mechanism of Electrokinetic biased DLD separation has been fully characterized.
• This model enables numerical optimization of future electrokinetic DLD devices.
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Deterministic Lateral Displacement (DLD) exploits periodic arrays of pillars inside microfluidic7

channels for high-precision sorting of micro- and nano-particles. Previously we demonstrated how8

DLD separation can be significantly improved by the addition of AC electrokinetic forces, increasing9

the tunability of the technique and expanding the range of applications. At high frequencies of the10

electric field (>1kHz) the behaviour of such systems is dominated by Dielectrophoresis (DEP),11

whereas at low frequencies the particle behaviour is much richer and more complex. In this article,12

we present a detailed numerical analysis of the mechanisms governing particle motion in a DLD13

micropillar array in the presence of a low-frequency AC electric field. We show how a combination14

of Electrophoresis (EP) and Concentration-Polarisation Electroosmosis (CPEO) driven wall-particle15

repulsion account for the observed experimental behaviour of particles, and demonstrate how this16

complete model can predict conditions that lead to electrically induced deviation of particles much17

smaller than the critical size of the DLD array.18

I. INTRODUCTION19

Over the last decades, there has been an increased in-20

terest in the development of microfluidic particle separa-21

tion techniques. Low-volume high-precision fractionation22

methods are important for the development of devices ca-23

pable of performing full analytical processes on a single24

platform. Examples include the isolation, detection and25

monitoring of a wide range of bioparticles (such as cir-26

culating tumour cells (CTCs), bacteria or extracellular27

vesicles [1–4]) from complex samples that ultimately en-28

able early diagnosis and monitoring of disease.29

Deterministic Lateral Displacement (DLD) is a promis-30

ing microfluidic separation approach that delivers high-31

resolution continuous-flow size-based separation of parti-32

cles over a wide range of sizes, from nanoparticles to cells33

that are tens of micrometers in size [5, 6]. DLD devices34

take advantage of laminar flow on the microscale to sort35

particles in a deterministic way based on a specific geom-36

etry of an array of micro-pillars. In the DLD geometry37

each row of posts is displaced a given distance (∆λ) from38

the previous, defining a periodicity P given by:39

P =
λ

∆λ
(1)

where λ is the distance between consecutive rows of pil-40

lars. Figure 1 shows a diagram of the typical DLD pillar41

array geometry and the physical mechanism responsible42

for size-based separation. The shift in the consecutive43

rows gives rise to a separatrix streamline which divides44

the fluid flow into portions passing above and below the45
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next post. If a particle is bigger than the minimum dis-46

tance from the separatrix to the nearest post, upon inter-47

action with this post, it will be displaced towards the por-48

tion of fluid passing above the following post. As a result,49

particles follow the deviation angle defined by the ar-50

ray geometry (θD = arctan(1/P )), bumping on the posts51

and displacing laterally (dark particles in Figure 1). If52

on the contrary, the particle is smaller than the distance53

from the separatrix to the post, it is not displaced by the54

posts and will remain in the fluid passing below the next55

post, following an overall straight trajectory with zero56

net lateral displacement, zigzagging around the pillars57

(light particles in Figure 1). The critical diameter (Dc)58

is thus defined as the diameter above which the particles59

follow deviating trajectories and is therefore determined60

by the width of the separatrix near the posts. For a more61

detailed description of this mechanism see [7].62

Since first reported by Huang et al. [8], DLD separa-63

tion has been extensively studied and enhanced. A par-64

ticularly interesting and promising approach consists of65

coupling DLD with external fields, turning passive DLD66

size-based separation into active and tunable sorting that67

can target additional physical properties of the particles68

rather than size. Amongst the many options, coupling69

DLD with electric fields has proven to be a very use-70

ful approach with a rich number of physical mechanisms71

leading to enhanced particle separation. This approach72

was first reported by Beech et al. [9], applying an AC73

electric field along the DLD channels in the direction74

parallel to the fluid flow. They showed tunable separa-75

tion of 3 µm and 5 µm diameter particles inside a DLD76

device with 6 µm critical diameter, and attributed the77

induced deviation to Dielectrophoresis (DEP). Later [10]78

they showed that the particle behaviour is much richer79

than first claimed and explored how the deviation de-80

pended on the suspending electrolyte conductivity, the81

particle charge and the electric field frequency.82
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In recent articles, we explored the induced deviation83

of particles smaller than the Dc when an AC electric84

field is applied orthogonal to the fluid flow [11, 12]. We85

first characterised the particle behaviour and induced86

separation of 500 nm, 1 µm and 3 µm in a DLD with87

a Dc of 6.3 µm as a function of the electric field fre-88

quency. Two different regimes were identified. At high89

frequencies (> 1 kHz), particle behaviour was dominated90

by DEP whereas at low frequencies other mechanisms91

came into play. The scaling laws governing the electroki-92

netic induced behaviour at both, high and low frequen-93

cies were explored. It was demonstrated that negative94

DEP (nDEP) drove the separation at high frequencies,95

and good agreement was found between the experimen-96

tal results and numerical simulations. At low frequen-97

cies dependence of the separation was characterised as a98

function of the magnitude of the electric field, particle99

size and fluid velocity. A full theoretical model was not100

available at the time to account for the observations.101

In this paper, we present a thorough and detailed102

numerical study of the low-frequency AC electrokinetic103

behaviour of the particles within a DLD pillar array.104

The model considers the low-frequency oscillating Elec-105

trophoresis (EP) along the electric field lines around106

the pillars together with wall-particle repulsion that oc-107

curs during EP [13–15]. We recently described the lat-108

ter mechanism as driven by stationary electroosomotic109

(EO) flows around the particles due to Concentration-110

Polarization (CP) of the electrolyte surrounding the par-111

ticle, termed CPEO [16, 17]. The results are in excellent112

agreement with the observed experimental trends. This113

last analysis completes the understanding of the elec-114

trokinetic behaviour of particles inside the DLD devices115

and provides a full theoretical framework to explain the116

electrokinetic biased DLD particle separation.117

II. THEORY118

A. High frequency regime (f & 1kHz)119

Figure 2 shows a diagram of the two different regimes120

of AC electrokinetic induced deviation in a DLD chan-121

nel for high and low frequencies of the electric field. At122

high frequencies, the DEP force dominates the particle123

behaviour. The force arises from the spatial gradient in124

the electric field due to the insulating pillars (see Figure125

2a). The time average DEP acting on a particle sub-126

jected to an AC field [18, 19] E = Re[E0(r)eiωt] is given127

by:128

FDEP = πa3εRe[fCM ]∇|E0|2 (2)

where a is the particle radius, ε the medium permittiv-129

ity, fCM is a complex parameter known as the Clausius-130

Mossotti factor and Re[...] denotes the real part of the131

function between brackets. The parameter fCM relates132

the polarisabilities of the particle and the surrounding133

medium. When a particle is less polarisable than the134

medium, Re[fCM ] < 0 it experiences nDEP, i.e. it is135

repelled from high electric field gradients. When this oc-136

curs in the DLD shown in Figure 2a, the particles are137

repelled from the downstream gaps between the posts.138

If the nDEP repulsion is strong enough to disrupt the139

particle trajectories and make them cross the separa-140

trix streamline, the particles are therefore prevented from141

zigzagging between the posts and are forced to follow a142

deviating trajectory. Under the influence of a DEP force143

and a fluid velocity field vf , the particle velocity u is144

given by:145

u = vf + uDEP (3)

with uDEP = a2εRe[fCM ]
6η ∇|E0|2, where η is the dynamic146

viscosity of the fluid. Following the analysis in Calero et147

al. [12], a dimensionless expression of equation (3) can be148

derived using the post radius R, a typical fluid velocity149

U , and a typical electric field magnitude E0:150

ũ = ṽf + sgn(Re[f̃CM ])N∇̃|Ẽ0|2 (4)

where the tilde indicates dimensionless magnitudes.151

In this equation, the dimensionless parameter N =152

εE2
0a

2

6ηRU |Re[fCM ]| quantifies the relative contribution of the153

DEP force to the net particle velocity, and therefore the154

deviation induced by this force scales with the magnitude155

of this parameter.156

B. Low frequency regime (f . 1kHz)157

For frequencies below ∼1 kHz, other forces come into158

play. Although the oscillating EP has a zero time-average159

displacement, it leads to an oscillation of the particle160

along the electric field lines (see Figure 2b), with a veloc-161

ity uep given by the Helmholtz-Smoluchowski equation:162

uEP =
εζ

η
E (5)

where ζ is the zeta potential of the particle [20]. We hy-163

pothesise that this oscillation leads to a pronounced inter-164

action between the walls of the DLD posts and the finite-165

sized rigid particles as they flow along the microchannels,166

creating an induced deflection.167

However, low-frequency EP is not the only phe-168

nomenon that is present at low frequencies. We recently169

reported the presence of Concentration-Polarization170

Electroosmotic (CPEO) flows around charged dielectric171

particles subjected to low-frequency AC electric fields172

[16]. The particle surface conductance leads to a pertur-173

bation in the local electrolyte concentration, and there-174

fore in the electroosmotic slip velocity at the particle sur-175

face, creating a stationary quadrupolar flow pattern, as176
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shown in Figure 3a. The fluid velocity field was derived177

by Gamayunov et al. [21] and is given by:178

vCPEO = v0

(
(1− (r/a)2)(1 + 3 cos 2θ)

2(r/a)4
r̂ +

sin 2θ

(r/a)4
θ̂

)
(6)

where r is the distance to the particle centre and θ is the179

angle with respect to the flow symmetry axis, which coin-180

cides with the direction of the applied electric field. The181

parameter v0 is the maximum slip velocity at the parti-182

cle surfaces and scales with the electric field magnitude183

squared [16], v0 =
εaE2

0

η ṽ0(f, ζ, a, ...). As a result, the184

CPEO flows have a non-zero time average velocity with185

a quadratic dependence on the electric field magnitude.186

Their magnitude decreases with electrolyte conductivity187

and AC field frequency and increases with the particle188

surface charge. A complete theoretical description of this189

mechanism can be found in [16].190

In a previous publication [15] we demonstrated that191

CPEO flow is the dominant mechanism that creates the192

observed particle-wall repulsion during Electrophoresis of193

charged dielectric particles. Our results show that the194

hydrodynamic interaction due to CPEO flows overcomes195

the DEP forces in the low frequency regime and that the196

latter can only explain the observed particle-wall sepa-197

ration at high frequencies. In the presence of a low fre-198

quency AC electric field and with the particle situated in199

the vicinity of a wall, the CPEO flow patterns become200

distorted, as shown in Figure 3b. This hydrodynamic in-201

teraction gives rise to a net particle velocity with respect202

to the nearby wall which can be calculated following the203

method of reflections [22]. For the case of an electric204

field parallel to the wall, there is a net particle repulsion205

perpendicular to the wall given by [23, 24]:206

urep = v0
3a2

8h2
ẑ (7)

where h is the distance from the particle center to the207

wall and ẑ the unit vector which is perpendicular to the208

wall. The constant v0 is the CPEO slip velocity at the209

surface of the particle [16]. This is the leading-order term210

in the method of reflections for small values of a/h. A211

similar analysis can be used to predict the particle veloc-212

ity perpendicular to the wall for the case of an electric213

field perpendicular to the wall. In this case, the CPEO214

flow leads to wall-particle attraction with a velocity given215

by [24]:216

uat = −v0
3a2

4h2
ẑ (8)

Smart and Leighton [24] also showed that, when the217

field is at an angle to the surface of the flat wall (0 <218

ϕ < π/2), there is an extra component to the particle219

velocity, that is tangential to the wall given by:220

utan = −v0
3a2

4h2
sinϕ cosϕx̂ (9)

A detailed derivation of these equations can be found in221

the supplementary material.222

In this paper, we describe the role of this mechanism in223

a DLD array as particles are repelled from the posts. We224

hypothesize that the CPEO particle-wall repulsion plays225

a mayor role in the low-frequency electrokinetic-induced226

deviation. Every time a particle approaches a DLD pillar,227

the hydrodynamic interaction leads to particle repulsion228

from the pillar. If this repulsion is strong enough, then229

particles are forced to switch from a zigzagging trajectory230

to the displacement mode, following the array deviation231

angle (see Figure 3c).232

III. NUMERICAL METHODS233

A. High frequency regime simulations234

At high electric field frequencies, the only forces acting235

on the particles are the hydrodynamic drag force from the236

net fluid flow along the microfluidic channels and DEP.237

To simulate this situation we followed the exact same238

methods previously described by Calero et al. [12]. The239

spatial distribution of the electric field and fluid flow ve-240

locity is first calculated inside a DLD unit cell (see Fig-241

ure 4a) using Finite Element Analysis and the software242

COMSOL Multiphysics v5.4. To calculate the fluid flow,243

the 2D Stokes equation (Re ∼ 10−3) was solved with244

periodic boundary conditions in the perpendicular and245

longitudinal directions, enforcing a zero net velocity in246

the direction perpendicular to the flow and mean fluid247

velocity magnitude of U = 100 µm/s in the longitudinal248

direction. A no-slip boundary condition was used at the249

surface of the posts. The electric field E was calculated250

from the perturbation E′ of a uniform field E0ŷ. For the251

case of an electric field in the direction y (perpendicular252

to the fluid flow):253

E = E′ + E0ŷ −→ φ = φ′ − E0y (10)

Thus, to calculate E′ the Laplace equation was solved254

for the electrical potential φ′ with periodic boundary con-255

ditions at the boundaries of the unit cell. To model the256

pillars as insulators the following condition was used at257

the surface of the posts:258

∂φ

∂n
= 0 −→ ∂φ′

∂n
= E0ny (11)

where ny is the y-component of a unit vector normal to259

the boundary.260

Figure 4a shows the spatial dependence of the fluid261

velocity and electric field magnitude in the DLD unit262
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cell. The trajectories of more than 2000 particles inside263

a DLD unit cell are simulated for different initial posi-264

tions equally distributed and covering the entire possible265

range, with the velocity given by equation (3).266

The initial and final positions (as defined in Figure267

4a.i) are related by a transfer function which can then be268

used to calculate, using linear interpolation, the final po-269

sition of any particle entering the unit cell for any value270

of initial position [12, 25]. The transfer function will thus271

depend on the ratio between the fluid drag force and the272

DEP force and can be used to estimate the deviation an-273

gle after a particle crosses a large number of unit cells. In274

every iteration, a particle in deviation mode exits the unit275

cell at the same distance from the nearest post at which276

it entered. This is then reflected in the transfer function277

by crossing the line of slope 1 that passes through the ori-278

gin, i.e. in the trajectory across the unit cell the initial279

and final positions (as defined in Figure 4a.i) are equal.280

In this study we used parameters that enabled compar-281

ison with the experimental results [12]: U = 100µm/s,282

Re[f̃CM ] = −0.5, a = 0.5, 1.5µm and |E0| < 80kV/m283

and with a symmetric DLD geometry with Dp = λ/2284

and P = 18 (θ = 3.18◦). The particle-wall interaction285

was modeled as a non-elastic hard wall collision as de-286

scribed by Kim et al. [25] and in our previous work287

[12]. Briefly, we considered an exclusion zone of one par-288

ticle radius around the posts. Thus particles with an289

initial/final position closer than a to a post were consid-290

ered to enter/exit the unit cell at a distance a from that291

post. In the transfer function, this translates into remov-292

ing the prohibited initial and final (exit) positions from293

this function [12].294

B. Low-frequency regime simulations295

In the low-frequency regime, the approach used for296

high frequencies is not valid because of the significant297

electrophoretic oscillation of particles. This introduces298

an extra degree of complexity through the addition of a299

new parameter, the phase of the electric field. This is be-300

cause the phase of the field with which the particle enters301

the unit cell differs from the exiting phase, depending on302

the time the particle takes to cover the distance of the303

unit cell. This adds an extra dimension to the numerical304

simulations and turns the 1D-1D transfer function into305

a 2D-2D function. The supplementary material includes306

a diagram of the workflow followed for the simulation307

procedure for both cases (high and low frequencies).308

To circumvent this complexity, a different approach309

was taken by simply simulating the trajectories of a sin-310

gle particle after it has crossed a large number of unit311

cells. To realise this the electric and fluid fields were ex-312

ported to MATLAB R2022b and the particle trajectories313

were calculated across a large number of unit cells (360314

unit cells, i.e. 20 periods of the DLD array), until the315

trajectory converged into either a zig-zag or displacement316

mode. The components of the particle velocity are:317

u = vf + uEP + urep + uat (12)

For simplicity the tangential component utan (given by318

equation (9)) was not considered in the simulations since319

this component is much smaller than the electrophoretic320

velocity (uep � utan). The EP velocity uep is given by321

equation (5), which for an oscillating field with angular322

frequency ω and phase ϕ, E = E0 cos (ωt+ ϕ), produces323

an oscillating motion along the electric field lines, only324

relevant for low values of ω. The values for ζ were mea-325

sured experimentally and used as input to the model:326

ζ = −70 mV and ζ = −78 mV for the 1 µm and 3 µm di-327

ameter particles, respectively. Since in this case the elec-328

tric field is neither tangential nor perpendicular to the329

pillar wall, to calculate the contribution of the CPEO330

hydrodynamic interaction urep and uat were calculated331

at each point of the unit cell as:332

urep = v0
3a2

8h2
|Et|2

|E0|2
n̂, (13)

uat = −v0
3a2

4h2
|En|2

|E0|2
n̂, (14)

where Et and En are, respectively the tangential and333

normal components of the electric field to the pillar wall334

at the particle position and n̂ a unit vector perpendic-335

ular to the wall [26]. The value for v0 is the only in-336

put to the model and was estimated experimentally fol-337

lowing the methods described by Fernandez-Mateo et338

al. [15], where the wall-repulsion was measured along339

a straight channel with the electric field applied paral-340

lel to the fluid flow. This was done in conditions that341

allowed comparison to published experimental data [12]342

(at an electrolyte conductivity of 2.8 mS/m, an electric343

field of 50 Hz and 60 kV/m, and particle diameters of 1344

and 3 µm): v0 = (109.4± 18.6) µm/s for 1 µm particles345

and v0 = (324.5 ± 25.0) µm/s for 3 µm particles. In or-346

der to estimate v0 for other electric field magnitudes, the347

measurements at 60 kV/m were used together with the348

quadratic dependence with |E| predicted by the CPEO349

model [16]. This model also allows to predict a theoreti-350

cal value for v0 from the particle/medium properties and351

the eletric field magnitude and frequency, but measur-352

ing v0 experimentally allows a more accurate comparison353

with our numerical model.354

Finally, the particle-wall interaction was modelled as a355

hard-wall inelastic collision. At each time step, if a par-356

ticle approached the post boundary at a distance smaller357

than a particle radius, the particle position was corrected358

the same distance in the direction perpendicular to the359

wall. An example of this correction is given in Figure 4b.360
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A typical trajectory of a 3 µm particle across a DLD unit361

cell under the influence of a low-frequency electric field362

(E0 = 20 kV/m and f = 50 Hz), i.e. EP and CPEO wall363

interaction is shown in Figure 4c.364

With this model we are replicating the experimental365

design described in Calero et al. [12] where the devices366

were pretreated with a surfactant (Pluronic F-127) to367

avoid particle adhesion and minimize electroosmotic flow368

[27–29]. Consequently, in the simulations the low fre-369

quency oscillation are solely caused by electrophoresis.370

Also note that CPEO flows around the insulating posts371

are not considered ([12, 30]) due to the fact that the372

post diameter is larger than the height of the microchan-373

nels. Since the upper and lower walls are very close, the374

no-slip condition significantly reduces the magnitude of375

these flows. Finally, for simplicity, we have assumed in376

this regime that the DEP contribution is negligible with377

respect to the contributions of EP and CPEO. This as-378

sumption is supported by experimental data where the379

low-frequency deviation is demonstrated regardless of the380

DEP behavior of the particles: induced deviation was381

observed not only for nDEP particles but, also, for par-382

ticles with positive DEP (pDEP) or with Re[f̃CM ] ∼ 0.383

Numerical data in the results section validate this sim-384

plification.385

IV. RESULTS386

A. Simulation results and comparison with387

experimental data388

To test the model, the dependence of the deviation an-389

gle for 1 µm and 3 µm diameter rigid spheres was anal-390

ysed as a function of the applied electric field magnitude,391

at high and low frequencies for an electric field applied392

perpendicular to the fluid flow. We then compared the re-393

sults with the experimental data previously reported [12].394

The results are summarised in Figure 5. The deviation395

angle is directly calculated from the net lateral displace-396

ment given by the simulations, and is plotted against the397

ratio E0a/
√
U , to enable a direct comparison between all398

data sets (with different values of U and particle sizes).399

This is valid since it is the ratio between the quadratic400

electric forces and the hydrodynamic drag from the fluid401

flow. This leads to an overlapping set of curves for the402

nDEP induced deviation. Note that the simulations at403

high frequencies assume Re[f̃CM ] = −0.5, i.e. the nDEP404

magnitude is maximum and therefore nDEP induced de-405

viation is also maximum. For the experimental condi-406

tions at which the deviation and the parameter v0 were407

measured, the nDEP is even weaker for the 3 µm parti-408

cles with Re[f̃CM ] = −0.21 or is even positive DEP for409

the 1 µm particles with Re[f̃CM ] = 0.12.410

The figure shows that at low frequencies the results411

from the model (including contributions from EP oscil-412

lation and CPEO) match the experimental trends. It413

predicts a clear difference in the critical electric field, i.e.414

the value of |E0| at which the particles switch to the dis-415

placement mode, for the two different particle sizes as ob-416

served experimentally. Furthermore, the model predicts417

a critical field lower than that given by the nDEP mecha-418

nism and much closer to the experimental results. This is419

particularly noticeable for the smallest particle size. Im-420

portantly, experiments show a much smoother transition421

from zero lateral displacement to the maximum devia-422

tion angle, mainly for the smaller particles. This is not423

predicted by the simulations, which show an abrupt tran-424

sition between displacement or zig-zag. This sharp tran-425

sition is expected from a fully deterministic behaviour of426

the particles. The smoothness observed experimentally is427

attributed to experimental artifacts not accounted for in428

the simulations, mostly the non-uniformity of the electric429

field magnitude across the channel caused by changes in430

the local conductivity near the electrodes[31].431

Although the deviation angle defined by the DLD ar-432

ray is equal in both experiments and simulations, there433

is an observed difference in the maximum value of the434

deviation angle. This is simply due to the specific de-435

sign of the experimental DLD devices (explained in [12]).436

The devices have a region near the electrode with zero437

pillar array offset where fully deflected particles concen-438

trate. Particles in a displacement trajectory reach this439

region before they arrive at the end of the channel, and440

travel in a straight line with zero deviation. Since the441

experimental deviation angle is estimated from the total442

displacement at the end of the channel and the channel443

length, this leads to a smaller angle than that defined by444

the array geometry.445

B. Low frequency behaviour: contributions of EP446

and CPEO447

The numerical model was then used to analyse the con-448

tribution of the CPEO particle-wall interaction to the de-449

viation with a low frequency electric field perpendicular450

to the flow. For this purpose, particle trajectories were451

simulated taking into account solely the influence of the452

EP oscillation or the influence of combination of EP and453

CPEO. Figure 6 summarises the results for the deviation454

of 1 µm and 3 µm particles at 50 Hz and a v0 measured at455

this frequency and 2.8 mS/m. It shows that the EP oscil-456

lation alone can induce deviation of particles via inelastic457

collision with the pillar walls. We hypothesise that the458

collisions limits the oscillating motion towards the posts459

giving a non-zero time average lateral displacement that460

is magnified after interaction with several posts. The461

symmetry of this mechanism is broken by the tilt angle462

of the DLD array, leading to a preferential direction in463

the post-particle interaction driven by the EP oscillation.464

However, as shown in Figure 6, the critical field is sig-465

nificantly reduced when the CPEO wall interaction is466

included in the simulations. Importantly, there was no467
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deviation when only the CPEO wall-interaction is con-468

sidered (ignoring the EP oscillation) for any of the two469

particles sizes, in the range of field amplitudes explored.470

Figure 6a shows the low frequency deviation for two dif-471

ferent particle sizes, demonstrating that the reduction472

in the critical field is more noticeable for the smallest473

particles. Figure 6b shows how the deviation of the 3474

µm diameter spheres depends on the frequency of the475

applied electric field. It shows that, as the frequency in-476

creases, the influence of the CPEO interaction becomes477

more prominent. At 50 Hz, the addition of CPEO de-478

creases the critical field magnitude by ∼ 5% whereas for479

167 Hz the reduction is more than 30%. This implies480

that as frequency increases, the contribution of the EP481

oscillations decreases faster than the CPEO wall interac-482

tion.483

Figure 7 shows an example of how this mechanism484

works. It shows the trajectory of a 1 µm diameter rigid485

sphere in a DLD array under the influence of a 50 Hz486

field perpendicular to the flow for: (a) the EP force, (b)487

the CPEO wall-interaction and (c) combination of both.488

These simulations were done at a field of 43 kV/m, cor-489

responding to the regime where the EP oscillation alone490

does not induce deviation, but only when combined with491

CPEO. Figure 7a depicts how, when only the EP force492

is considered, the particles barely interact with the posts493

because of the distortion of the electric field lines around494

the insulating posts. When the CPEO wall interaction is495

the only mechanism (Figure 7b), particles only pass near496

the posts for a small portion of their trajectories. Since497

the CPEO decays with distance to the wall squared, this498

interaction does not lead to a large change in the par-499

ticle trajectory. When both mechanisms are combined500

(Figure 7c), the particle oscillations along the field lines501

drives the particles near the post walls, maximising the502

effect of the CPEO particle-wall interaction leading to the503

induced particle deviation. These results lead to the con-504

clusion that only when both mechanisms are combined,505

there is an accurate prediction of the observed experi-506

mental trends. Thus there is a non-linear dependence of507

the induced deviation with the electric field magnitude,508

a decline with the electric field frequency and the elec-509

trolyte conductivity and the lack of a direct relationship510

between the oscillation amplitude and the induced devi-511

ation.512

C. Comparison between a parallel and a513

perpendicular field514

Finally the particle trajectories were examined with515

the electric field applied parallel to the fluid flow. This516

configuration has been experimentally characterised by517

Tegenfeldt et al. [9, 10, 32]. They found very similar518

trends with nDEP dominating at high frequencies and/or519

high medium conductivities; the high frequency devia-520

tion can be fully explained by DEP. However, deviation521

at low frequencies is different, with the effect decreas-522

ing with the field frequency and electrolyte conductivity.523

Interestingly, they also showed that the particle surface524

charge was directly linked to the low frequency induced525

deviation [10]. Under the same conditions, particles with526

a higher surface charge had a reduced critical electric527

field magnitude, i.e. they deviated for lower values of528

field strength. This matches the hypothesis that the low529

frequency deviation is dominated by a combination of530

CPEO and EP oscillation, since both mechanisms are531

stronger for a higher surface charge density. Also, in this532

case, the EP oscillation occurs in the direction of the fluid533

flow (along the field lines), so that this mechanism alone534

could not lead to an increased wall-particle interaction.535

The simulations show that when the field is applied in536

the direction of fluid flow, there is no induced deviation537

when any of the two mechanisms, CPEO wall interac-538

tion or EP oscillation, is considered independently. Only539

when the two are combined does the electric field force540

the particles to switch to the displacement mode. In541

contrast to the perpendicular field, with the field parallel542

to the fluid flow, the EP oscillation takes place in the543

direction of the fluid streamlines and so does the inelas-544

tic post-particle interaction. As a result, the oscillations545

alone cannot produce the net displacement required to546

push particles across the separatrix streamline. Similar547

to the perpendicular case, when the CPEO acts inde-548

pendently, particles only spend a small fraction of time549

near the posts, so that the effects of the CPEO wall in-550

teraction are largely reduced. Only when the oscillating551

trajectories drive the particles back and forth near the552

post wall, does the CPEO effect accumulate forcing the553

particles to deviate.554

Figure 8 shows the simulation results at 50 Hz with555

the field applied in the direction of the fluid flow (as a556

function of electric field magnitude). The figure shows557

a comparison with the maximum nDEP induced devia-558

tion. For the 1 µm particles, there is a negligible dif-559

ference between the critical field magnitude given by the560

nDEP mechanism and the low frequency induced devi-561

ation. However, for the bigger particles of 3 µm, there562

is a significant reduction in critical field magnitude for563

the low frequency mechanism. This figure also provides564

a comparison between the predicted low frequency devi-565

ation for an electric field applied perpendicular (⊥) and566

parallel (‖) to the fluid flow. The predicted deviation of567

the 3 µm spheres is approximately equal for both field568

orientations. Nevertheless, the critical field magnitude569

for the smaller 1 µm diameter particles is significantly570

lower for the perpendicular field. This result suggests571

that a perpendicular field is the optimal configuration to572

maximise the deviation of particles that are substantially573

smaller than the critical diameter [33].574
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V. CONCLUSIONS575

In conclusion, these numerical simulations have pro-576

vided a comprehensive understanding of the factors that577

govern the low-frequency electrokinetic-induced sorting578

of particles inside a microfluidic DLD channel. We have579

demonstrated that the CPEO wall-particle interaction580

combined with EP oscillation fully explains the deflection581

induced by low-frequency electric fields, with the simula-582

tions matching the experimentally observed trends. Note583

that electrothermal flows have been neglected, given that584

this phenomenon occurs at higher electrolyte conductiv-585

ities.586

By establishing a link between the recently reported587

CPEO mechanism and the low-frequency electrokinetic588

separation of particles in DLD devices, our model consol-589

idates previous experimental and numerical results, com-590

pleting the theoretical framework for a full understand-591

ing of the behaviour of electrokinetic-biased DLD parti-592

cle separation systems. The implications of our findings593

are significant in the design and optimization of DLD594

devices for particle sorting and fractionation, when com-595

bined with electric fields, enabling particles significantly596

smaller than the critical diameter to be deflected and597

sorted. The simulations can be used to tailor the phys-598

ical and electrical properties of the particles to achieve599

specific separation outcomes, and to optimize the post-600

array geometry, field frequency and conductivity of the601

solution to enhance separation efficiency.602
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FIG. 1. Diagram representing a typical DLD cylindrical pillar array geometry. The passive size-based separation mechanism
relies on the separatrix streamline which divides the flow passing above and below the following post. Particles bigger than a
critical diameter Dc are displaced by the posts periodically while particles smaller follow the streamlines in an overall straight
trajectory. The colour map represent the magnitude of the fluid velocity.

FIG. 2. Diagram of electrically tuned DLD separation. (a) Negative DEP induced separation - Colour map represents the
intensity of the nDEP force. (b) Low frequency separation - Colour map represents the magnitude of the electric field.
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FIG. 3. Principles of CPEO assisted particle deviation in DLD arrays. (a) Experimentally observed CPEO flows around a 3
µm carboxylate particle (f = 282 Hz and E = 80 kV/m) using 500 nm fluorescent spheres as flow tracers. Reproduced from
Fernández-Mateo et al. [16] (with permission from Cambridge University Press 2021). (b) Particle repulsion from a flat wall
induced by CPEO flows around the particles. (c) Deviation inside DLD post array induced by CPEO wall repulsion - Colour
map represents the magnitude of the electric field.

FIG. 4. (a.i) Electric field distribution calculated in the DLD
unit cell, marking the initial and final position of the parti-
cles. (a.ii) Fluid flow profile inside the DLD unit cell. (b)
Hard wall inelastic-collision correction. The initial position
(marked with an asterisk in the particle centre) is corrected
for the distance of the overlap between particle and post, to
the position marked with a dot in the particle centre. (c)
Example trajectory of the deviation of a 3 µm particle at low
frequencies induced by CPEO and EP oscillations.
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FIG. 5. Comparison of experimental data for 1 µm and 3 µm
particles with simulations results: (electrolyte conductivity of
2.8 mS/m and field frequency of 50 Hz) at low frequencies in-
cluding EP oscillation and CPEO wall interaction (solid lines)
and high frequencies with nDEP (dashed lines). Note that
the simulation results for the high-frequency deviation of 1
µm and 3 µm collapse and overlap.

FIG. 6. Comparison of the deviation induced by EP oscillation only and EP oscillation combined with CPEO induced deviation.
(a) Two different particle sizes at 50 Hz. (b) 3 µm diameter particles at different field frequencies.
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FIG. 7. Example of simulated trajectories of 1 µm diame-
ter particle inside DLD devices with a low (50 Hz) frequency
electric field perpendicular to the fluid flow. (a) Contribu-
tion only from electrophoretic oscillation. (b) Only CPEO
contribution. (c) Combination of CPEO and EP oscillation.

FIG. 8. Comparison between nDEP and low-frequency in-
duced deviation for an electric field applied parallel to the
fluid flow (‖) and the low-frequency deviation induced by an
electric field perpendicular to the fluid flow (⊥). Note that,
as in Figure 5, the simulation results for the high-frequency
deviation of 1 µm and 3 µm overlap.
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